RIGHT / Samanidou combines
weaving and drawing, two
traditional creative skills that she
aligns with modern digital
design tools.
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16 x 3m (53 x 9ft) ‘Timeline’

ABOVE / Together with designer Gary
Allson, Samanidou explores the extent
to which weaving could be combined
with the milling techniques that
shape wood. The process begins with
digital drawings, as shown above. The
machine can create single geometric
shapes or overlay several, or draw
contours and curves.

Samanidou says. ‘When working
with students, I communicate the
importance of considering the
materials and processes involved
in making work, and encourage
students to think about how the
work will exist in the future.’
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ALL IMAGES / Samanidou
and Allson’s work includes textiles,
wood and computer numericallycontrolled drawings on paper, shown
here, which are studies for the works
Samanidou and Allson produce. A
narrative behind the work references
ephemera and the impermanence of
the man made. The marks on paper
shown here recreate the texture and
patina of cloth and are sometimes
displayed along with the textiles or
wooden pieces they relate to.
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ABOVE & RIGHT / Samanidou brought
these reeds back from Bangladesh,
where she exchanged skills with local
craftspeople while visiting. The reeds
and textiles made with them were
later exhibited in England to show
how the unique combination of crafts,
designs, textiles and opportunities in
Bangladesh can inspire sustainable
practices among British designers
and makers.

Samanidou
combines
traditional craft
skills and natural
materials with
digital design
tools to create
new modes of
design that are as

TOP LEFT & ABOVE / These textiles
were hand-woven using the bamboo
reeds used by the local weavers of
Tangail, who are well-known for
their jacquard fabrics. Samanidou
introduced the technique to her
students in England, reviving interest
in handmade fabrics.

sustainable as they
are exciting.
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ABOVE & LEFT / Samanidou integrates
digital technologies with designermaker practice. Her handmade
drawings are translated into textiles on
industrial looms. Many of her designs
are based on photography that she
translates into textures and motifs.

THIS PAGE / In collaboration with
designer Gary Allson, Samanidou used
digital making methods to translate
traditional weave structures into
timber surfaces using CNC milled
processes. Inspired by weaves such
as twill, herringbone and hopsack,
Samanidou and Allson combined
wood and textiles to create new
surfaces. The designs that resulted,
shown here, can be produced on
doors, tables, screens or window
panels to give them a unique look
and an innovative texture.
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